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The Warren Hill group is part of the Prison 
Reading Groups (PRG) network, sponsored 
by the University of Roehampton and gen-
erously supported by charities including 
Give A Book www.giveabook.org.uk
If your prison doesn’t have a reading group, 
encourage your librarian to have a look at 
the PRG website www.roehampton.ac.uk/
prison-reading-groups
PRG also worked with National Prison 
Radio to set up their book club. If you have 
access to NPR, listen out for details and 
ways to take part.

The inaugural meeting 
of the Maple unit, HMP 
Warren Hill’s PIPE, book 
club took place back in 
October 2014 with a 
reading of Stephen Fry’s 
Moab is my Washpot. 
Fortunately the inten-
tion of the group is to 
introduce prisoners to 
authors and genres they 
may otherwise overlook 

and to encourage communication through 
discussion. Had it been a popularity contest, 
Mr Fry would have been better titling the first 
volume of his memoir Moab is my Washout. 
Bestseller it may be, but in our group it 
bombed in spectacular fashion, the unanimous 
view being that the beautifully descriptive 
language was greatly overshadowed by the 
pretension and pomposity of the author.

Our second outing, Se-
bastian Barry’s The Secret 
Scripture, invoked a 
similarly unanimous re-
sponse from the group. 
On this occasion however 
the consensus was that 
of genuine affection for 
the protagonist and a 
real sense of immersion 
thanks to the depth and 
poetry of the prose.

By far the most 
thought-provoking and 
debated book of our 
group’s short history 
has been Russ Litten’s 
debut novel Scream if 
You Want to Go Faster. 
Described as ‘urban 
tragedy’ by the author, 
whom we were lucky 
enough to meet for a 
Q&A, Scream… offers a 
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The report this month comes from Matt at HMP Warren Hill 
where Prison Reading Groups (PRG) supports a new group run 
by Julian Earwaker, the Writer in Residence there.

Jo Jungius reads with the prisoners in 
the PIPE at HMP Send.

Shared Reading

The Reader Organisation is an award-win-
ning charitable social enterprise working to 
connect people through great literature. In 
weekly sessions, a practitioner reads aloud 
a short story or extract and a poem. Anyone 
in the group may choose to read too: some 
do, others don’t. In this way, connections 
are made with thoughts and feelings; some 
people reflect on these privately, others are 
more vocal. Either is fine. The emphasis is 
on enjoying the literature. 

glimpse into the lives of several, seemingly 
disparate characters over one weekend in 
October 2007. This is ostensibly a collection of 
short stories written in the first person from 
each character’s point of view, but Litten links 
these vignettes of modern urban life into a 
wonderfully gritty tapestry through their inter-
actions with one central character: the frenetic 
Hull Fair. 

With its depiction of casual racism, violence, 
financial and emotional desperation, cross-
dressing, fragile love and grief, interspersed 
with humour ranging from wry to black, this 
novel engendered the most contention and 
diversity of opinion of those read thus far. 
Though fictional, Scream… provides a fly-on-
the-wall view of real life in inner-city Britain, to 
which every member of the group was able to 
relate and respond to one degree or another.

Our group has subsequently tackled heavy-
weights in Life After Life by Kate Atkinson, 
Game of Thrones by George R R Martin and 
The Book Thief by Markus Zusak. It’s a relief 
to find that our current read, 2015 Costa Book 
of the Year, H is for Hawk by Helen Macdon-
ald, weighs in at under 300 pages… 

We read this poem alongside a fairy-tale - The 
Fisherman and His Wife by Jacob and Wilhelm 
Grimm. The story had us discussing things like 
what makes us happy in life, and how do you 
go about finding that happiness. It also made 
us think about greed and power, and how you 
should be careful what you wish for!

On our first reading of the poem, V said “oh no, 
one of Jo’s horrible poems again!” K agreed, 
saying “oh English poems are just awful, awful.”

We all felt we needed a moment to ponder, 
and re-read it again, slowly.

K picked out the line ‘No circumstance can 
make it less’ occurring at the beginning and 
end of the poem. She said “I think that is, do 
not give yourself up to circumstances, you 
should choose your own path. You have to be 
unchangeable from that path whatever the 
circumstances. Believe in yourself.”

Possession 
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox

That which we had we still possess, 
Though leaves may drop and stars may fall; 
No circumstance can make it less 
Or take it from us, all in all. 
That which is lost we did not own; 
We only held it for a day- 
A leaf by careless breezes blown; 
No fate could take our own away. 
I hold it as a changeless law 
From which no soul can sway or swerve, 
We have that in us which will draw 
Whate’er we need or most deserve. 
Even as the magnet to the steel 
Our souls are to our best desires; 
The Fates have hearts and they can feel- 
They know what each true life requires. 
We think we lose when we most gain; 
We call joys ended ere begun; 
When stars fade out do skies complain, 
Or glory in the rising sun? 
No fate could rob us of our own-
No circumstance can make it less; 
What time removes was but a loan, 
For what was ours we still possess. 

We talked about how hard it can be not to be 
influenced by others or external circumstances. 

K re-read the last line ‘for what was ours we 
still possess.’ We wondered if this was like an 
inner feeling of strength, something that can’t 
be taken away from you. You always have it 
within you; maybe you lose it sometimes, but 
nobody can take it away.

Officer S was intrigued by the lines ‘even as 
the magnet to the steel our souls are to our 
best desires.’ There was a real sense of 
strength and power between the magnet and 
steel. We could feel the pull of the magnet, 
and the steel trying to resist that urge.

What did it mean when it talked about loan? 
Officer S said “well perhaps, you are born in 
this life as a being or whatever, and your tel-
evision, car, etc. are just possessions, material 
things, and they are sort of on loan to us.”

V said she felt the poem was not about 
material possessions but knowledge. Knowledge 
that you have of yourself, and knowledge that 
we gain throughout life. She felt knowledge 
should be a treasured possession rather than 
focusing on material things. We reflected on 
the idea that that seems to be something we 
all do too much of in this day and age.

That which is lost we did not own; we only 
held it for a day - 

V said “you are born into this world with nothing.”

“ Yes”, said K, “we come with nothing, we go 
with nothing.”

Reading through the poem again, we came to 
‘The Fates have hearts and they can feel - they 
know what each true life requires.’ 

V wondered if true life was like the true path 
your life should take. It is like your life.

What is fate? Is that the true path?

“Maybe it is like your path in life” said V. 

“Yes”, said K, “is it destiny?”

We have that in us which will draw

Whate’ver we need or most deserve.

“We can wish for more” K said, “but we already 
have inside what you need to survive.”

That brought us back to thinking about 
changeable circumstances, and self-belief again. 

Definitely one of those poems that got us 
thinking, and leaves us thinking long after the 
session is over.
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Prisoners who can read 
teach prisoners who can’t
The Shannon Trust Reading Plan (Turning 
Pages) is a simple & efficient way of  
helping people to learn to read.

If you would like more information on how to 
become involved, as either a Mentor or a Learner, 
contact the Reading Plan Lead in your prison (ask 
a Shannon Trust Mentor who this is) or write to: 
Shannon Trust, Freepost RTKY-RUXG-KGYH 
The Foundry, 17-19 Oval Way, 
LONDON SE11 5RR.

ShannonTrust

TurningPages


